Skip Trace Secrets: Dirty Little Tricks Skip Tracers Use...
Revealing tricks, secrets and methods to getting someone found with concise directions from a seasoned skip tracer providing an advantage with big results. Invaluable tactics delve into information and resources not available in any other book. Tools that streamline the process to find the person that you are hunting. For process servers, recovery agents, collectors and attorneys; experienced and beginners alike. Investigative specialists will appreciate compilation of sites with direct easy-access links taking you to the front page of the best skip tracing tools found today.

I never knew what skip tracing was until I read this book. The first chapter explains what a skip tracer is in detail before going into details on how to become one yourself, which is very useful. The author explains very well how to locate debtors without harassing them and on how to stay within the confines of the law. Useful resources on that you can use which are free or low cost are also presented. I also like her personal stories. The book is well-organized as the author separates the various tips into chapters: using social media, military records, free databases, etc. to locate debtors. She even covers how to get started and possible licensing you might need if you want to start your own skip tracing business. A good and informative book if you are looking into this career. Highly recommend.

I'm really glad I bought this book. Great insight into doing research and skip tracing with some really good lists of things to do and places to go. It gives insight on creative ways to find a debtor. It really is a must have for the beginners.
I thoroughly enjoyed the book and will be looking forward to volume 2. You have captured most of the core functions and whether the reader is a newcomer or a professional skip tracer, the book is well worth the read. Very nice and thank you for taking the time to write this book.

The book was a pretty good read. It shared a lot of resources I did not know of and some, I already use. There were at least two links, provided as resources, that did not work. And there was a lot shared in the area of repossessions. I did, however, gain useful information from the book.

This book was well written and easy to follow. It was detailed and and great resource. I am glad I found it and will be referring to it in the future.

There are things in the world that are kept with secrecy. Most of the time unknown or untraceable, yet this book unravels some of them without fear. Looking at the digital world, this book has uncovered most of them which can be very useful in different job description as they advertised where it should be use. I alone can search for things I am having a hard time looking for without paying thousand of dollars for professional service.Looking forward for more of this stuff.

If your new to skip tracing this is a decent book to give you some ideas. If your even a novice you already know all of this. Nothing new and the author did not give away any trade secrets.

Great book it have good details. The book was very informative and very well put together.I would recommend this book to other people.
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